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arcurio® is manufacturing this model of the legendary Cadillac Roadster according to the company's
own plans from prime European wood.

In the 30ies this Cadillac Roadster was regarded the Car of Dreams. It did suffer somewhat 
from the image of being a Gangster Car, since exactly this model happened to be the preference 
of the notorious Chicago Mafia. For them, at the time, it was no problem to purchase such 
an immensely expensive car; they were able to tap into well filled cash resources stemming 
from alcohol smuggle during the prohibition period.

Technically the car was oriented towards the top of what was doable at the time. The 16-Cylinder-
Engine with 7.410 cubic centimeters of size generated 165 HP at 3,200 RPM. This Cadillac was
proud to reach a top speed of approximately 100 miles/hour.

Composition of Materials used

There are 5 different types of wood used 
in the model: Alder, Ash, Beech, Pine and Maple.
The wood itself is left completely natural, it is not
painted or otherwise chemically treated. 
The various parts of the model are assembled 
with great care and perfection in order to achieve
a good matching of the wood-grains. 
This high quality model of the Cadillac Roadster is
composed of 108 hand-assembled parts.

Particular Features of the Model

All arcurio® Oldtimer Models are handmade. The wood employed is carefully selected 
and matched according to the individual wood-grains. This superb wooden replica is made 
in the limited edition. Each model is crafted individually and therefore carries a brass plate 
with its engraved model type and production number. The Cadillac Roadster odel displays 
the following special features:

– Dashboard with many details
– Removable hood 
– Side doors to be opened plus door locks
– Folding top to be opened using original mechanism
– Folding back seats
– Front wheels with functional steering
– Rear trunk to be opened
– Crafted spoke wheels
– 2 spare wheels embedded into the fenders.

Size

The Model is 44 cm long, 16 cm high und 15 cm wide; it is
produced at a scale of 1:12 and is supplied in a sumptuous,
wooden engraved box, serving as a garage.


